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SUMMARY

I The need for simulation in nuclear operator training is reviewed,

and the use of simulators is justified on a number of criteria.
The role of simulators is discussed against the background of
training medi> that are or could be used. The question of the de-

I gree of realign or fidelity of simulation is tackled, with compa-
risons beirj tie between views from the industry and views from
the area c istructional technology. Training research in the

I general an- :1 process control is outlined and emphasis is placed

on the im >i :3 ice of instructional control. Finally, some future
directions 3' study are sketched.
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PREFACE

In order to assess the current state of development of simulation
training in the nuclear industry this review of literature was
conducted. A number of technical information sources and computer
searches were used. Whilst an attempt was made to be as comprehen-
sive as possible, certain areas or pieces of work may have been
overlooked. If this is the case, the author would appreciate
comments from readers.
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THE NEED FOR SIMULATION

I Simulation will be used in training because of the nature of the
• tasks and their contexts, because of the nature of human learning

and because of interactions of these two. For example, errors are

I common in the early stages of learning. In some systems these errors

can be dealt with within an "on-the-job" training situation. In
others the costs and results of such errors are unacceptable in

I material, or on environmental or safety issues. Error or otherwise

inefficient performance can be accepted in some systems. In others
the costs and results of such errors are not acceptable. A more
common "system" reason would be difficulties of using real equip-

I ment for training purposes. This would be complete in the situation
where the system is not yet running or has not been commissioned.
Alternatively there may be a limited accessibility because of geo-

I graphical location or when problems exist over physical space, etc.,

for accommodating trainees. System reasons can also include the
need to be independent of weather and other "environmental" factors.

( These sorts of reasons point to the need for a training simulation
of a system because difficulties exist over using the real situation
for on-the-job training. To this can be added the broader topic of
cost effectiveness. Whilst training may be possible in a real system

I it may be expensive to run a plant just for training purposes. Cost-

benefit arguments must be considered here. The calculations can be
quite complex when simulators themselves can be quite expensive.

I There is therefore a complex interaction between system and learning

factors, the quantity and quality of learning from a simulator being
one measure in the cost-benefit equation.

To turn to the learning factors, a range of variables can be seen,
mainly to do with the "control" of the learning situation. The main
factor is control of the trainess' interaction with the task. This
may be in terms of the degree of complexity of the task he attempts,
i.e. is he given simple tasks tc begin with, parts of the overall
task, a general outline of the system. It becomes possible to se-
quence and select the training exercises he is given. In addition it
ir possible to guide his performance, to prevent errors, and in turn
to give him feedback on his performance and to evaluate it. Providing
feedback to the learner is probably the most effective variable in
training. It is also one that is very often difficult to get from the
real system, in a way which leads to efficient learning. Sussman (1972)
discusses the importance of feedback for the learning of sequences
of sub-tasks, it is important to get feedback on sub-task A before
proceeding to sub-task B.

I Another feature of control of the learner's interaction with the

equipment is the possibility of changing the time characteristics of
tasks. For some tasks learners will be helped by slowing down the

I process, allowing them to learn the parts and to connect them before

building up speed. Other systems are characterized by slow reponses
of the plant, and high reliability, needing little operator activity
over long periods of time. In these situations the simulator can be

I used effectively to show the trainee situations that might take years

for him to see "on-the-job". (This is close to being a "system" factor
ae well, i.e. limited access to the task for training).
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A simulator will also give the opportunity of controlling the
effects of stressors in the learning situation. There is the
stress of the task situation itself, this may be dangerous or new
to the learner. There is the task-produced stress that comes from
carrying out a complex task at an early stsge of learning, or from
the pacing etc. of the task itself. Finally, there is the stress
coming from the results of the trainees' decisions and actions,
the "payoffs" of the tasks. The need to control these variables for
efficient learning is important, but probably just as important are
steps to prepare the trainee to cope with these same stresses before
he is released to the job situation (Hughes, 1975).

Added to these "environmental" factors is the fact that the job
situation may contain aspects reducing the efficiency of communi-
cation, e.g. high noise or poor lighting, this will make them un-
suitable training contexts.

Most of the above factors support the commonly held view that simu-
lators are important for the training of nuclear plant operators.
A reason often given is the shortage of plants that could be used
for training, or the fact that one particular plant is not an appro-
priate training context for a different sort of plant (e.g. Bates,
1969 and Kellstedt, 1965). Hughes and O'Halloran (1974) review the
problem, pointing to the fact that "safety, economics and training
effectiveness have influenced decisions to use nuclear power plant
simulators in training and requalification." A complex inter-
action of system and learning variables points to the need for simu-
lators, a quote from the above authors illustrates this further:

"To perform their job in a power plant, operators
are required to learn to operate complex and
costly equipment, with safety the single most
important factor. Because of the constant power
loading of the plant, an operator receives only
a small amount of infrequent practice in starting
up and shutting down his plant. In addition, the
operator seldom gots practice in the manoeuvring
necessary to deal with failures of individual
plant components such as pumps".

Because complex modern plants offer limited chances to see, let
alone practice these critical tasks, and because older, simpler
plants are not the best places to learn such tasks, a large expan-
sion of simulator use in the USA was predicted by these authors. As
well as the easily identified tasks of operating controls dealing
with failures, more common tasks such as monitoring instruments and
interpreting trends on instruments must, of course, *ie practised.

Simulation training in this contex* can be seen therefore to be justi-
fied on a number of the criteria discussed above. The most common
examples are the full-scale, high-fidelity control room simulators.
It is worthwhile considering, however, other training methods that are,
or could be used, as adjuncts or alternatives to such simulators. This
is felt to be important in order to keep a broad view of what a "simu-
lation" can be, and in order to see that a variety of answers may be
found to training problems in this area. A training system can contain



a number of different types of training devices, to be used in
different ways and at different stages of training.
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VARIETIES OF TRAINING

Any interaction of the trainee with the world at large, or the
training system in particular, that results in a change in his
behaviour, can be tai-.en as evidence of learning. Within a train-
ing system, however, fairly specific objectives will exist as to
what learning is required. In order to achieve these objectives
learning exercises will be constructed. These seek to shape and
control the learner's interaction with a body of knowledge felt
to be important for the tasks in question. In order to do this,
various materials and m»>dia will be used. Within the area of
training this is a wide field. In order to reduce the number of
methods discussed, two factors will be used to limit discussion.
Firstly only those training methods used in process control at
present will be described, and secondly only training for plant
operation will be covered. This leaves out exercises in the gene-
ral "education" area and job-relatsd areas e.g. first-aid train-
ing, evacuation procedures etc. It is likely that certain methods
in use will be left out, but it is hoped that a representative
picture can be given, with examples from the process industries.
(Aberbach, 1969 and Marr 1972, produced similar lists in discuss-
ing training for process operators).

An important distinction between the content of training exercises
and the media used can be pointed out. In practice a given learning
content often implies the use of one media rather than another.
Certain media are traditionally used for training specific contents.
Content and media are therefore often referred to as a "training
method" and labelled either with reference to the media or the
content. Whilst it is easy to understand how this practice has
developed, it is important to be aware of it when training methods
are discussed. In the sections below common labels for training
methods will be used and they will then be briefly characterized
in terms of their content and media, and how common they are.

i) WRITTEN MATERIALS: Almost all training will be supported
by the printed word in some form; i.e. text book, train-
ing notes and operating procedures will be available to
the trainees. The use to which such material is put will
vary enormously. Concern over the efficiency of learning
from such material has led to research on the design and
layout of printed learning material (e.g. Hartley, 1978;
Wright, 1977).

ii) LECTURES AND DEMONSTRATIONS: Again the same comments
apply, these techniques are common and widespread parti-
cularly in the early stages for theory, background
coverage and "schrnesetting". The lecture as a teaching
method has been compared with others in a number of
studies (e.g. Costin, 1972).
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The question is what is the function of these exercises in
preparing the trainee for plant operation?

iii) PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION: This method is often used to
cover the same ground as (I) and (II) above. Van Auken
(1964) discusses the use of PI in process industries, but
again the emphasis is on background and theoretical topics
rather than on direct plant operation. In the nuclear context
Hamrick (1971) discusses the use of PI for operators to
use as "self-study" material, and Rucker and Henderson
(1967) describe the use of PI in training operators of an
advanced paper mill system.

iv) MOCKUPS AND MODELS: Two or three-dimensional models will
often be used to illustrate the principles of operation and
the structure of the plant. Whilst they may be quite effective
in doing this, the question of to what extent this experience
is helpful, in attaining the overall goals, or can be juct as
well met by other methods, is still open.

v) RECORDINGS - TAPES AND FILMS: These again are popular train-
ing media and can be found in a number of contexts. As Marr
(1972) says of films etc., they are "rarely adequate by
themselves, but the colour and dynamics here are the keys
to improved communication of complex ideas". Audio as well
as video tapes have a role to play. The use of video tape
is put forward by Gurganus (1973) for recording complex
and rare activities, such as reactor refuelling, and he
sees the technique as having a value to the industry for
training and retraining remotely located operators. Al-
though Elliot (1973) warns that "video tape does not appear
to be totally effective in initial operator training, since
the interface between instructor and student is extremely
important in this phase". He does see it as having value
for those "who have already learned the basic principles".
The flexible use of tapes in the selective review of cri-
tical task performance is also suggested. Duvall and
Schmidt (1971) see them as having many uses in the nuclear
context.

vj) STATIC VISUAL DISPLAYS AND PART-TASK TRAINERS: These
training devices, whilst boing common in some areas, have
not been much discussed in this context. Duncan and Shep-
herd (1975) describe the use of a random access slide pro-
jector which, using back projection, produces life size
images of control panels in various normal and fault states.
They describe a training technique for fault diagnosis
using this equipment. The use of part-task trainers is
probably more common for maintenance personnel, here just
one instrument of a plant may be simulated (Sussman, 1972).

In the nuclear industry there has been great pressure for
training to be carried out with dynamic systems (real and
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simulated). These latter sections describe training situ-
ations of this kind.

I vii) PRINCIPLE TRAINERS: These usually exist as simplified
plants, represented on small control panels, with a

I
limited range of displays and controls. Such devices

have been common for some time now in process control.Grant (1969) and Hoist (1974) describe such devices for
power plants and process control that have the added

I advantage of being portable. Their role can be seen
mainly in initial training, or for refresher training
of experienced operators for certain tasks. Other examp-
les are Hassall and Forbes (1962) and Miller (1971), and
a listing of such devices is given by Kaminski (1973).

I
The economy and compactness of these devices must be

considered in relation to their limitations in repre-
senting any one plant. To what extent training in gene-
ral theory of operation transfers to specific operating

1 contexts (real or simulated) remains to be measured.
viii) EXPERIMENTAL REACTORS: Reactors developed for research

I purposes have bee used for training (Bates, 1969) but

such situations are naturally limited in their scope and
availability.

I ix) ON-THE-JOB TRAINING: This method is included here, even
though it is a stage that usually follows other forms of
the training. It remains, however,a common "training

I method" at various stages of experience. The limitations

of this method has already been mentioned. Bates (1969)
adds another dimension to the problem in discussing the
use of older, smaller plants:"This method of providing advanced training is like-

ly to be less useful in the future, because the new
plants being built and planned are not just larger
in size but are more complex and incorporate later
designs and practices. This means that training
received on the small and older plants is likely
to become less and less directly applicable to
operation of the new units".

The inefficient use of trainee's time in on-the-job train-
ing even in advanced plants is also commented upon by
Bates (1969), this coupled with a decrease in the number

I of plants available for training and large increase in the

demand for training, points to the increased use of large
scale complex simulators. On-plant training, however, must

I remain an ultimate stage in any training programme. How

best to structure and control experience is not agreed upon
although some research does exist on the topic (Stevenson

I and Burkett, 1974). In the nuclear area the importance of

planning and integration of experience has been emphasised
by Kovacs (1971). The use of checklists for recording
'experience' is described by Hamrick (1971).
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x) LARGE-SCALE SIMULATORS: It is difficult to summarize the
very wide range of possibilities that exist under this
heading. One answer is that the most common features are
that some attempt is made to represent the control room,
some form of the plant dynamics are used to represent the
task, and the trainee is able to make inputs ir.to the
system. As this would also include some "principle
trainers" it is probably necessary to add that some
specific plant is usually represented. Any particular
simulator then will have a degree of realism, or degree
of fidelity to a real plant. This important issue is dealt
with below, at this stage it is worth pointing out that
simulators used in the industry will vary with the degree
of completeness of the tasks they represent - quantitative
fidelity (e.g. how many of the real instruments are repre-
sented) , and with the degree of realism of the representation

jå qualitative fidelity (e.g. how realistically the instru-
ments m o v e ) . It would appear that the last decade has wit-
nessed a rapid increase in the development of such large
scale simulators.

Earlier examples have mixed various aspects of computers,
simulators and real plant. Bursey and Hill (1969) describe
the interesting example of an experimental reactor being
replaced by a computer, which then drives instruments etc.,
in the original control room. Another example is described
by Schultz and Eckley (1971).

A prediction of a rapid growth in nuclear energy production at the
turn of the decade, together with the realizing that an older plant
would not be suitable for training the operators of newer generation
stations, lead to reappraisal of training methods (Bursey, 1967;
Jones, 1968). As the decade has progressed the role of simulators
in this training area has been recognised. (Ruzich, 1975? Rittenhouse ,
1976). Background research on their use has not been so common, a
point again that is discussed below.

Published papers in this area have tended to concentrate on descrip-
tions of particular facilities, and their development (e.g. Bennett,
1968? Logue et al., 1964? McClusky, 1973? McNally & Chen, 1973?
Rullgård & Randen, 1973). Another popular topic concerns the techni-
cal problems of simulator development. For example, Abbey (1974)
describes the collection of technical data necessary for "a complete,
continuous, real time representation of the physical characteristics
of the device to be simulated." This tends to emerge as a simulation
of the process, in digital computer terms, which is represented in
the control room as an accurate replica of the plant. The advantages
of simulators for training in this area are often listed in articles
(e.g. Bates, 1969? Collins, 1975 and Marr, 1972). In general the
emphasis is on high fidelity simulation and in some cases the view
emerges that this sort of training is a second best for real-plar.t,
hands-on, experience. One strong supporter of simulator training,
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Bates (1969) concludes that although "training on the actual plant
may be more desirable" it nay in fact not be economical. Counsil
(1971) points out that the advantages of simulators in improving
the efficiency of training ne*.d to be measured against such dis-
advantages as their high cost, location away from plant,locality
and the need for pretraining before they can be used efficiently.

In looking at the field the initial impression is that the general
criteria used for justifying simulation training are systems orien-
tated e.g. number of trainees, availability of tasks for training,
(e.g. Deddens, 1969. 1970, Gridley et al., 1969 and Guppy and Hasche,
1968). The latter point is often given emphasis in terms of the
limited chances there are for operators to practice rare start-ups
and shut-downs and to experience fault conditions.

The possibilities that the simulator may be a better trainer for the
sorts of learning reasons given in the beginning of this report is
not given emphasis in the nuclear power field. The increasing use of
digital computers in simulations has led to recognition of the possi-
bilities of including such facilities as exercise selection, "freeze"
and "playbacks" (Deliyannides et al., 1969, Deddens, 1969, Steven,
1976). The opportunity to exercise 'control' over the learning process
is not given much emphasis, a rare example is the following quotation:

"The ability of the instructor to readily control the simulator
can make it a more effective training tool than an actual plant
control room. It is desirable that the instructor:

1. Have the ability to select any of many sets of condi-
tions for initialization of operation.

2. Have the capability of initiating up to 100 malfunc-
tions.

3. Be able to stop or "freeze" the operation.

4. Be able to back up and try a particular portion of an
exercise again.

With this flexibility and a knowledge of the trainee's back-
ground, the instructor can plan a most effective training pro-
gramme " (Peliyannides et al., 1969, p. 305).

In fact very little reference is made to training technology and the
learning literature in the work on training for nuclear power plant
operators. This is in contrast to, for example, aircraft simulation
where human factors specialists have collaborated with the simulator
developers for a number of decades. The training technology area, with
its "systems" approach is now quite well-establisched (e.g. Butler,
1972; Goldstein, 1974 and Stammers and Patrick, 1975).

The "communication gap" is two-way it would seem. The nuclear industry
has not always sought out human factors advice, e.g. work on the design
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of control rooms has been scarce (e.g. Raudenbush, 1973) and a recent
survey pointed to serious short-comings in the human engineering of
U.S. plant control rooms (Seminera et al., 1976; Pack, 1977). Similarly
the problems of personnel selection have been the subject of only a
limited amount of research (Buel, 1975; Pack, 1976). However, under-
standing of process control skills and the problems of learning these
tasks has only recently come under serious scrutiny. Strong guidelines
on alternative approaches to training problems have not as yet been
provided. In the following sections these issues will be further
discussed.

FIDELITY ISSUES

The questions of how realistic, how complete, a simulator should be can
be looked at from two directions. The most common approach within the
industry would appear to be to attempt to achieve as high fidelity as
possible within certain cost and technical constraints. This is not
surprising, given the common view, mentioned above, that real plants
are often said to be the best places to learn how to perform. A simu-
lator that most closely resembles the real thing would be felt to be
the next best thing. This may be an overstatement, but an emphasis on
high fidelity can be found in many published papers. An alternative
approach is the instructional psychology one. This basically asks, how
much fidelity is needed for adequate transfer to job performance? Here
the issue is how little fidelity is needed rather than how much can
be achieved. The questions raised by this approach have not been comp-
letely answered by research at the moment. It may be that because of
this lack of information, training system designers will go for high
fidelity to be sure of as much transfer as possible. These contrasting
approaches can now be looked at in more detail.

i) VIEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY: Training in the nuclear industry is
very closely tied to licensing of the operator. Strict require-
ments are usually laid down by the licensing authorities to the
amount of "experience" of plant operation that a trainee should
undergo. It is only comparatively recently in some countries
that it has been possible to substitute simulator practice for
plant experience. In the U.S., fcr example, simulator time can
be substituted for plant time for both initial licensing and
for relicensing. But the appropriate regulatory documents
states that a simulator can be used if it reproduces "the
general operating characteristics of the facility involved, and
the arrangement of the instrumentation and controls of the simu-
lator is similar to that of the facility involved." (Hughes
and O'Halloran, 1974; see also Kelly et al., 1969 and Collins,
1975). These developments, not unnaturally, do put an emphasis
on high fidelity in simulators. Realism is seen in different
ways by different authors; Franz and Alliston (1957) saw it
in terms of the:

"direct and continuous solution of the equations of
the simulated plant. This realism is valuable when the
subsequent plant operation depends on what action is
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I taken by the operator or when action taken by the operator
depends on what the plant appears to be doing."

I A similar view is taken by Schwartzenberg (1957) in another
"early" paper in this area, and he stresses the importance

I
of linking an analog computer to a control panel in order to

give the trainee "the sensation of operating a real reactor".
A more recent view, albeit from a simulator manufacturer's staff,
was .hat:"1. The control room should be ar exact replication in

all aspects routinely visible to the trainee.

2. Tactile sensation should closely follow the plant
especially in the "feel" of controls and environ-
ment.

3. Parametric indications should not detectably deviate
from those of the plant as determined by an experi-
enced operator" (Cox and Hughes, 1973).

I To this, these authors add a fourth area, the number of systems

and their characteristics that should be added to the simulator.
To be fair to them they do point out the need for research on
determining training requirements and the extent to which they

I can be met by devices of varying degrees of fidelity. Their con-

clusion is, however, that "in the absence of definitive data, it
will continue to be our position that proper training of reactor

I operators can only be accomplished through the medium of full-

scope high-fidelity simulation". The need for the establishment
of standards to tackle this problem is a point made by Hughes
et al. (1973) .
Nevertheless, a number of authors have given emphasis to the
need for high fidelity. For example, Guppy and Masche (1968)
describe a training centre where the high fidelity in the design
goal "calls for operation of the plant to be duplicated with
such realism that the operator will not be able to readily tell
the difference between the simulator and the actual unit." A
similar point is made by Deliyannides et al. (1969), their
"guiding criteria" on fidelity was that "a typical control room
operator will not be able to distinguish any operation diffe-
rence. "This approach can also be found in more up-to-date
references, e.g. Saastamoinen (1976) proposes a fidelity require-
ment such that "an experienced operator cannot recognize diffe-
rences from the operational point of view, between the simu-
lator and the real plant."

I This approach gives emphasis to the simulator as a represen-

tation of the real plant rather than to it as a training devicefor the real plant. It also makes the assumption that the
closer it is to real plant the better it will be for training.
Whilst there might be strong intuitive feelings that this is
the case it does not necessarily follow. There may, in fact,
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be good reason for deliberately making the simulation diffe-
rent from the real plant, e.g. simpler, or running faster
or slower. This point of view is discussed further in the
next section.

The very high fidelity approach also has other shortcomings.
No experienced operator is likely to be completely "fooled"
by a simulator, and as by definition its role is to produce
adequate transfer of learning. Rather than be assessed as of
high fidelity it should be assessed in other ways. Far more
valuable would be the experienced operator's assessment of the
device as a training aid. Such a study was carried out by
Gridley et al. (1969) with trainees assessing their training
by use of questionnaires. There are other arguments that can
be used here, one is that real-plant training is not likely
to be of high fidelity either, as the training plant may well
differ from the actual plant to be operated. A second point
is that a simulator may be of high fidelity for one particular
plant but be used for training operators on plants that differ
from it in some respects.

An emphasis on high fidelity for its own sake might therefore
be seen as misplaced given the fact that it is difficult to
achieve and can only be high fidelity for a proportion of the
training situations involved when a simulator facility is
shared.

The question of the use of simulator experiences as a sub-
stitute for plant experience for licensing purposes does, of
course, arise. This, as mentioned above, places an emphasis
on fidelity. The question could be put however of how diffe-
rent is the relationship between a simulator and a real plant,
and between one plant and another, if "experience" is being

I gained on a different plant to the one to be operated. Exer-

cises "evaluating" simulators have been conducted (e.g.
Collins, 1974) on the basis of their physical features and

I dynamics, but the emphasis in this area is on their role as

assessment tools, and their use in giving operators "experience'
This can be contrasted with their training role which may have
quite different fidelity requirements.
Another important role that simulators have to play is in re-
training and requalification. In fact different simulator
requirements may be laid down for these roles (Hughes, 1975).
This area has recently been recognized as a key one, e.g.

"Retraining and refresher segments point up a problem
that utility management has come to recognize:
The importance of continually challanging the operator.
Experience with human retention abilities reveal that
skills not frequently used are skills soon forgotten"
(Anon, 1973).

The importance of simulators retraining has been recognized
(Deddins, 1970? Kelly, 1973 and Connelly and Roman, 1973).
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does and what does not need to be represented in a simulator

I for training purposes reveals that this area has received some

attention. One early example is given by O'Brian and Walker
(1965) who did not make an attempt at achieving high fidelity

I as "operators felt that the Tiajor function was to provide a

'feel' for the behaviour of the plant". That there was a
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This important area of what can be done in training to
improve the retention of skill is an area touched upon
again in a later section.

general lack of experience in this area was highlighted by
Kelly and Guppy (1971), and they suggest that:

"As more simulators come into being, and more experience
is gained with their use it probably will become evident
that exact duplication of a nuclear unit's controls is
not as necessary for effective training as was previously
thought." (p. 301)

Simila. points are made by Turner (1972) who raises the impor-
tant issue that

I "Users could tackle the matter of reduced scope simulation
by taking a hard look at simulator characteristics which
have the highest training values "

whilst some sub-systems will need to be closely replicatedI
"Other systems may be simulated only partially, or

I omitted completely
For most trainees, se. -7tive simulation does not serious-
ly impair the scope of .raining possible. The full-scope
simulator, after all, is identical to the plant of only
a few of the total trainees."

One trend in this area has been to reduce the number of sub-
systems being represented. Thus Arthone et al. (1974) made the
decision to represent only one of three identical sub-systems.

Other criteria that have been suggested for deciding on what
to simulate include frequency and criticality of tasks
(Klushin et al., 1976). In addition these authors advocate
leaving out simple or preparatory tasks from a complex simu-
lation. Another point that has been made is that new trainees
may benefit from a quite low fidelity features in plant dyna-
mics, but at later stages sophisticated systems may be needed
to "inculcate valid feeling for how the process responds to
varying control strategies" (Smith and Rönnen, 1974).

I The inclination of the industry would appear to be towards
high fidelity. Although the potential of less complex simu-
lators has to be recognised, the necessary research on their
value is not evident. One reason for high fidelity is that the
device mai be used for licensing reasons as well as training
ones. It is not apparent that these objectives may in conflict.
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I The statement that the complex task environment may not be
the best place tc begin learning a task was made above. This
can be termed the instructional psychology viewpoint.

• ii) VIEWS FROM INSTRUCTIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: This area can also be
termed "training technology" and was referred to above. The
basic approach places an emphasis on an analysis of the
psychological demands of tasks followed by a synthesis of
training methods to help individuals cope with those demands.

» In producing a training programme simulation will naturally
be considered, but fidelity will not be sought for its own
sake.

I The approach to the fidelity issue here has really been from

the opposite direction. How much transfer of learning might
we expect from a low fidelity device? Is it acceptable or is

I it adequate? What should be done is to examine the component

tasks in terms of the sorts of learning required* Then the
various methods of training should be assessed to find their

I value in producing acceptable levels of learning. In turn

within this method different levels of fidelity can be
assessed. The task is obviously a complex long term one, but
some progress has been made. For example, Cox et al.(1965)

I compared a range of training devices for the learning of a

92-step procedural task. The devices ranged from an j!11,000
high fidelity simulator to a reduced size drawing of the

I equipment. All were found to be equivalent in their training

value. Similar research has been carried out on flight simu-
lators in order to determine the importance of complex
motion and visual systems.

At present it can be said that there is lack of a body of
training principles or theory to guide the simulator designer.
What can be emphasised however is:

a) the need to view the problem in terms of a system

I approach to training, and the fact that a range of

training devices can be used to meet varying training
requirements.

b) the need for research on training methods for differing
task demands in the nuclear industry.

The training system approach gives emphasis to the fact that
a device which deliberately distorts the real environment
(e.g. by simplication or abstraction) may in fact be better
learning environment at early stages of training. It also
gives emphasis to the fact that it must also prepare the
individual fot the realistic task demands, but this must be
done in stages, and probably with a range of training equip-
ment. The success with which this can be done will depend on:

a) the research work in general on training methods and
task demands

b) the research in the nuclear context itself, and related
work in process control.
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I Work in the latter area in Scandinavia which has begun by
analysing the psychological demands of the operator's task

I
can be seen as an essential first step. (Andersson et al., 1979;

Tuominen et al., 1978). Earlier work in the U.S. by Fitz-
patrick et al. (1968) also attempted to collect information
on operator performance, by the use of questionnaires and

I the critical incident technique. A more recent project is

going to collect data from the performance of skilled
operators in simulators (Feintuch, 1975; Kupiec & Graves,

I 1977).
From a better understanding of the tasks involved and their

( learning demands it should be easier to predict optimal
learning environments. Studies of transfer of learning
are essential if the steady build-up knowledge in the area
is tc be continued. Adams (1972) sounded the warning in
another context:

"I would not consider the money being spent on flight
simulators as staggering if we knew much about their
training value, which we do not. We build flight
simulators as realistic as possible, which is con-
sistent with the identical elements theory of trans-

I fer of Thorndike, but the approach is also a cover-up
• for our ignorance about transfer because in our doubts

we have made costly devices as realistic as we can by
the hopes of gaining as much transfer as we can. In
these affluent times, the users have been willing to
pay the price, but the result has been an avoidance

I of the more challenging questions of how the transfer

might be accomplished in other ways or whether all
that complexity is really necessary."

I
TRAINING RESEARCH IN PROCESS CONTROL

I
Training research is a broad and detailed field. Rather than attempt

I an overall review, a focus on process tasks will be attempted. This
in turn reveals a wide-ranging field, as illustrated by recent books
by Edwards and Lees (1972? 1974). Whilst research on the nature of
process control skills continues both in the laboratory (Paternotte

I and Verhagen, 1979) and in the field (Bainbridge, 1978) research

specifically on training is more scarce. Some articles have been
published at a general level in the training press (e.g. Morris and

I Thomas, 1976). Other areas of power generation can be examined for

useful ideas, but the problems seem to be much the same. Fossil fuel
simulators have been described (e.g. Hill, 1976); one interesting

I example by Hawes et al. (1971) concerns the use of the plant computer

to run a simulation when the plant is off-line. The computer actually
drives the control panels of the plant. Other common users of the
complex simulators are petroleum refinieries (Whitesell et al., 1963;
Baker and Marr, 1972) , the chemical industry (Bond, 1975; Roberts,
1976; Doig, 1977) and paper manufacture (Sullivan, 1967). A reduced
scale simulator for gas production is described by Davies (1977).
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It was reduced scale in order to include common features of a range
of plants. It was also portable in order to enable it to visit a number
of geographically spaced plants. Gray (1977) describes a computer-con-
trolled part-task simulator for a chemical process. A complex task had
been identified before a plant was commissioned and an intensive
training course devised.

In terms of specific academic research only the work of K.D. Duncan and
associates is known to the outhor. It will be summarized in order to

a) provide a summary of work the author feels is important
to issues under discussion

b) give an insight into the nature of current research in
training.

The work of K.D. Duncan and associates

I This work began with the development of a task analysis technique

(Cunningham and Duncan, 1967; Annett and Duncan, 1967). The technique,
hierarchical task analysis, examines tasks by an approach of describing

I them in terms of a hierarchy of operations (Annett et al., 1971). Duncan

(1972, 1974), applied the technique to an industrial process control
task of an "acid purification plant" operator. In Figure 1 the main

I operations isolated are illustrated. Two operations, "start-up" and

"shut-down" are mainly procedural in nature. The "run plant" operation
contains two "problem solving" type tasks; "correct and report dynamic
failures" and "locate and report contamination". These two tasks could

I be classified as "diagnosis" and "search" tasks respectively. The tasks,

although found in a chemical process control context would appear to
have relevance to some aspects of nuclear plant operations.

I Suggested revisions to the analysis technique were made by Shepherd
(1976), using chemical process examples. The same author (Shepherd,
1975) also provided a classification scheme for decision making tasks,

I again using examples from the chemical industry. In the main, the work
• of this group has concentrated on the development of effective training

methods for the categories of tasks mentioned above.In study of the retention of learning of a list of procedural instruc-
tions, Duncan (1971a) found that a technique of "fading" of prompts

I from the middle of the list was superior to a technique of fading from
the end. This result has implications for the way programmed instruc-
tion for such serial tasks could be organized to improve learning
efficiency. A study focussing on the search task mentioned above,

I (Duncan, 1971b), examined the retention of training and transfer of
• training to a second, similar task, after periods of 6, 58 or 182 days.

The task was represented in a schematic form and training consisted of

I verbal instruction, later a decision tree was introduced which out-

lined the optimal search routes, this was later removed. Groups of
trainees were tested either on the original or a transfer task, after

J 6, 58 or 182 days. The results showed a significant drop in retention
but not in transfer. A suggested explanation had the implication that



Figur* 1. Moin operations in the ocid purification task. Under a box is either a set of numbers indicating subordinated operations (thus operation 5, start-up
Coluan '0, has 39 sub-operations) or underlining to indictte that analysis has ceased. Double underlining is used to indicate that probability of
inadequate performance and attendant costs are acceptable! single underlining to indicate that training required for adequate perMmance is clear.
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I general search strategies were better retained over time, but that
they were also over-practiced compared with specific features of

I
training. A practical implication would be that investment in

training in search strategies would have payoffs in terms of re-
tention over periods of non-practice.

( The fault diagnosis task isolated in the task analysis has provided a
basis for several studies. The basic situation is that plant failure
is indicated in the control room by one or more alarms. The operator's
task is to quickly diagnose the specific trouble from a range of instru-

I ment readings. Whilst some faults have clear indications, other have
overlapping symptom patterns. An early study (Duncan, 1969) had com-
pared specific training exercises for the representation of a task on

I a process simulator. One described the flow of product through the
plant and outlined the control loops whilst a second used decision
trees. Both methods were more or less equivalent, but overall they were

I not very impressive as training methods. More recent work has concen-

trated on the seaich for training methods for diagnostic skill. Duncan
and Shepherd (1975) introduced the novel simulation technique mentioned
above, of life size, back projection of photographs of control panels.

I The context is the training of individuals to diagnose plant failures

from a display of simulated instruments. A "cumulative" part method
was used, whereby different fault conditions are added to the trainingI

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t

"array" as the trainee gains confidence in distinguishing between
them. It did appear to be a powerful training technique.

Another study using this simulator (Marshall and Shepherd, 1977)
attempted to determine the strategies used by experienced operators
in failure diagnosis. Whilst no clear or efficient "strategies" for
fault finding emerged from this study, it did carry the implication
that specific training in diagnosis is needed when operators move
from one plant to another. The reason for this being that although
operators were experienced with similar plant, they did not effective-
ly transfer this experience to the new simulated "plant".

In a further paper, Shepherd (1977) discusses the advantages and dis-
advantages of this form of low fidelity simulation. Shepherd feels
that the maintenance of the perceptual side of the task, i.e. similar
size instrument and the same layout, has advantages despite the
fact that it leaves out the dynamic and time features.

The advantages lie in being able to rapidly call up (via a random
access slide projection) lots of examples of fault conditions. This
has training advantages in terms of being able to present closely
together conditions that might be confused with each other, and also
give extensive practice in a short time. Another advantage is the low
cost of the system.

The reason for wanting to give extensive practice is to enable the
operator to be better able to perform the task under the real-life
stresses. It also has the implication that such training (over-
practice) will lead to better memory of the skill after periods of
non-practice.

Interestingly, similar points have been made in the nuclear context.
The importance of simulation training for the stress reduction and
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Deddens, 1972). In addition the advantages of repeatedly presenting
plant situations has been advocated (Raikes et al., 1968; Hughes,
1975). A difference is that Shepherd is suggesting that this can be
done more cost-effectively with a low-fidelity simulator.

I
Research on fault-finding strategies was continued by Shepherd et al.

(1977). One study examined the idea of finding training methods which
would produce a generalizable strategy, learned in one diagnosis
situation that might transfer to another. A control group receiving
adaptive part training was compared with groups who, before such
training, had had pre-training on either (a) conventional theory or
"technical story" of plant operation or (b) a set of "diagnostic
rules" concerning groupings of symptoms, e.g. that high product

I levels in vessels together with low flow out of them indicates a
blockage in that part of the plant. Results showed no great diffe-
rences between methods except that the "rules" group were better

I diagnostitions when exposed to "new" faults. One conclusion from the
1 paper was that the teaching of formal theory was of limited value in

learning plant fault diagnosis and that the learning of diagnostic

I rules had greater potential. This would be particularly so in systems

where it might be difficult to specify exact relationships between
plant failures and the control room readings.

I
I
I
1 2. effective diagnostic strategy, by which is meant

seeking answers to the minimum relevant questions

Another line of research has looked at fault-finding training in the
context of petroleum refinery operations. Duncan and Gray (1975a)
examined various scoring methods which could be used for diagnostic
performance. In particular, as well as scoring number of faults
correctly located they attempt to score

"1. verification or checking the answers obtained during
fault finding; and

to identify a fault."

An application of these methods to a refinery task suggested that
they were useful, and were good measures of training, and in the case
of diagnostic strategy, good measures of experience. These scores
were later used together with the more usual "operational" measures,
in an evaluation of a training course in fault finding for a refinery
process (Duncan and Gray, 1975b). The training course had the follow-
ing features:

i) A decision tree, which was used for training in
diagnosis, (Figure 2).

ii) This was converted into "linked lists" as these were
felt to be a better training media (Figure 3). The
trainee learns these lists by repeated practice.

iii) He then uses a programmed text utilizing the list
knowledge for problem solving.
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plant failure
feed flow unusual?
yes
supply difficulties •
No
transfer temperature unusual?
Yes
furnao* tro
No
top temperature unusual?
Yes

• colon trouble
No
sidestrea* flow unusual?
Yes
failure in sidestraa» X «quipmmt.
No
bese flow low?
Yes
* * base pap failure * *
No
' * oolunn during « «

»column treble
top tevpterature swinging?
Yes
* * column puking * *
No
top temperature low?
Yes
overheads too light•
No
top temperature high but not very high?
Yes
overhead» too heavy <
No
low to normal reflux drum level?
Yes
* * cooling water p u p failure
No
foul water flow zero?
Yes
* * control oil water interface manually *
No
* * top reflux pump failure * *

t supply difficulties
column preusure low?
Yes
• * feed pump failure * *
No
* • wa»er in cru* * •

»furnace trouble
transfer tenperature low?
Yes
* * determine cause of undernpating *
No
* * reduce heat at furnace determine

cause of overheating * *

*fallure in sifestream X equipment
stripper X level high?
Yes
• • product X pump failure • •
No
* * reduce stripping steam to

stripper X • «

»overheads too light
reflux temperature low?
Yes
* * decrease cooling water flow? *
No
• * decrease reflux flow • *

'overheads too heavy
reflux temperature high?
Yes
* * increase cooling water flow * *
No
• * increase reflux flow * *

figure 3. 'Linked lists' conversion of the decision structure in figure 2.

I
I
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iv) Programmed texts were also used to teach "verification*
or "checking" procedures.

v) Diagnosis and checking were finally integrated in
another programmed text.I

I
Industrial trainees were tested before and after training in fault

diagnosis, the results showing training to be effective.
A final paper by these authors (Duncan and Gray, 1975c) reviewed the

I area of "functional context training". This training method was developed

first in the electronic fault finding area but they see it just as
relevant to process control, its basic points being:

I "i) that the information presented in the course of in-
struction must mean something to the trainee in the

I sense that he can connect it to previous experiences
inside or outside refineries; and

ii) that the information presented in the course of instruc-

I tion must be placed in the context of those operations
and procedures which are necessarily performed in the
control of plant."

Typical instruction, they suggest, often ignores these principles. For
example teaching will orcur in the sequence; failure—^symptom, rather
than the sequence in which they occur in the real situation; symp-
tom—»failure. Their review suggests very positive results from these
sore of approaches.

More recently the work of Duncan's group has centred on diagnosis
training methods which show to tho learner indicator information
and the possible faults (Brooke et al., 1978). This is done in a
cumputer based training scheme. Early results suggest that the
availability of this information aids learning.

IMPORTANCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL CONTROL

The above work is concerned with the testing or derivation of certain
hypotheses as a first step in establishing general principles of
training. Once established, such principles can take their place in
the developing technology of training, and can be included in training
system design. Such a system, as mentioned in section 2, could have
a variety of training media in it, but just how and for what these
media can be used effectively, would depend on:

a) the state of development of the technology of training
itself
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b) the nature of the tasks involved

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

c) the context in which the system is being developed
and its constraints.

With regard to a), it is fair to say that the field is still developing,
but a number of useful principles of training do exist. Topic b) re-
volves around the area of task analysis. Whilst techniques for ana-
lysing tasks are new quite well developed, the translation of task
demands to learning demands is still somewhat inexact. What has been
seen in the nuclear plant context, is a direct translation of task
demands to simulation demands, leaving out the important middle stage
of deciding just what needs to be simulated and why. There is more
usually a direct move towards an accurate representation of the tasks.

In missing out the middle stage the opportunity can be lost of ex-
ploring the potential of other methods of training. The other side
of the coin is that little, if any, research has measured transfer
of training of this kind except in the flight simulation context. Here
incidentally quite encouraging results have been obtained. It does,
however, reduce to a research question which needs to be answered if
the effectiveness of training is to assessed. This effectiveness
assessment can be seen as a part of a process of instructional control.

The current analysis work should yield a greater understanding of the
nature of the tasks involved. From this it should be possible to
determine the sorts of training principles that could be used.Current
training can be examined and experimental evaluations of these prin-
ciples using a variety of media (e.g. different sorts of simulators)
tried.

For example if fault diagnosis was found to be an important task
component then some of the ideas of the Duncan group could be further
evaluated in this context. One possibility is that "general rules"
concerning plant operations are probably best learned in a low-fidelity
principle trainer. One danger to be avoided according to DeMello and
Mills (1972) is going too far with simplification and combining
features in a simulator. The comprise design may miss out overall. An
important stage in research is, however, to assess the effectiveness
of such training in a realistic task environment - the high-fidelity
simulator. The difficulty of this sort of research is that in order to
assess how effective reduced scale simulators are, a high fideltiy
device is needed as the ultimate measuring device, as performance
measurement in the real situation is so difficult. The advantage is
that in future training design exercises the results of such research
can be used in solving fidelity questions.

The viewpoint being put forward here is not that current training is
inefficient or ineffective, but that there is a possibility of making
it more effective through a better understanding of what is involved.
Application of the systems viewpoint in this area would give a
better control of the learning process and more confidence that
training objectives are being met.

The training of nuclear operators is of course a topic of continuing
concern. In the U.S. two large scale conferences have been held where
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experience has been shared (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1971
and 1975; summarized by McCord, 1971 and Roth, 1976). There is,
however, little evidence of the evaluation of training apart from
licensing examinations. Evaluation, as an essential feature of
the systems approach to training in many other contexts, is of
course difficult in this area. It is, however, a vital stage in the
assessment of the efficiency of training programmes. Some disquiet
has been expressed with current training schemes. Remick (1975),
for example, questions the relevance of the current examination to
the practical tasks of plant operation. Owens (1973) raises the
question of whether training suffers because of tb<r. conflicting
views on the operators' roles in a plant between the utility and
the licensing authority. The latter stressing theoretical as well
as practical knowledge. Evaluation of training up to now has tended
also to be on the basis of trainees' reactions to the usefulness of
it. The questionnaire study by Grindley et al. (1969) has already
been mentioned. In their general human factors survey Seminara et al.
(1976) also questioned operators on their training. Again the opinion
that there should be less emphasis on theory and more on practice
appeared. Simulators were rated highly but it was felt that there
should be less concentration on rare events and more practice of
common ones. They did also, however, favour high fidelity of
simulation.

It is likely that high fidelity simulators will often have a part
to play. In some industries it might be possible to do without them
completely. In this area, however, it is likely that the simulator is
the only place where performance can be effectively and comprehen-
sively measured at present. The case that is being made is that a
variety of training activities could usefully go on before the trainee
encounted expensive simulator practice. The use of such simulators
for licensing and relicensing has already been mentioned so they
are always likely to exist. How efficiently they can be used in an
overall training system is the research question.

Training of operators then can be seen as a very broad topic, ranging
from the initial induction, through to ultimate on-the-job training
and/or assessment. It might even be important to include retraining
and re-assessment. The importance of integrating and planning the
various training activities have been emphasized (Hamlen, 1979;
French, 1973). A key role in this area is that of the trainer or
instructor. Even if he is not the "manager" of the training system,
he has a vital part to play as the "link" between the trainee and his
interaction with the relevant body of knowledge. In his role in con-
trolling the experience of the learner, he needs to be able to react
to individual differences and to be able to compensate for limitations
of the training system. The difficulty of the role of nuclear plant
instructors is made clear by Kaiz and Schmidt (1973):

"It is clear that the possession of technical knowledge
is not the only qualification required of instructors.
Equally vital are the following factors:

1. the ability to communicate and motivate;

2. a capacity for leadership and guidance;

3. the sensitivity to the needs of the students."
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Training of instructors is therefore an important objective of training
systems organizers. In addition the assistance that can be given by
such things as computers needs to be explored (this is discussed in
the next section).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

I As well as research being needed along the lines described above, an

attempt will be made to sketch in some areas of potential future
developments worth consideration in this context. They all basically

. revolve around digital computer applications.
Computers at present have a central role to play in plant simulators.
They have also been used in an instructional role in terms of e.g.

I feeding data to instructor's consoles, allowing for "freeze" and

"playback" facilities, and keeping records etc. These systems have
become quite advanced however (*.g. Smode, 1974) and software of this

I kind needs to be considered carefully in the design of a training

system. There is a danger of not providing uspful data to the instruc-
tor or giving him too much detail. However, this is only one of the

I many roles a computer can play in a training system (Patrick and
Stammers, 1977). In fact, with computer based nuclear simulators,
there are examples ot where the computer acts as a scheduling device,
in one case programming up to eight hours of exercises (Connelly

I and Roman, 1973). In addition, the more standard form of computer

assisted learning, with the trainee interacting with a terminal, is
now becoming an integral part of some nuclear training programs

I (Thorson et al., 1978; Kawashima, 1978). The computer terminal, with
appropriate software, has been shown to be a very powerful learning
environment. Developments in microelectronics suggest that such systems

I will be much more commo' ,/> the very near future. From the current

viewpoint the most exciting developments have come from studies where
the benefits of computer based instructional control have been com-
bined with low fidelity simulator principles to produce potentially

I very powerful training systems. Typically such systems present a
representation of the equipment on a visual display terminal. The
trainee interacts directly with the display via a touch-sensitive

I surface, keyboard or other control. The picture changes accordingly

and written comment can appear on the screen (Crawford and Crawford,
1978» Trollip and Ortony, 1977). The computer, as an adaptive teaching
device, has been the subject of research and development for a couple

I of decades now, but applications of this research to complex occupa-

tional tasks have not been so extensive as those in education.

If these ideas are coupled with the fact the computer terminal is a
device being more frequently found in the control rooms, the potential
is even greater. As well as the possibility of a terminal being a
useful "rehearsal", or self-testing device, there is the fact that
the "displays" in modern control rooms are likely to be such termi-
nals. The terminal can then become its own training device, acting
as a simulator of itself 1 This possibility was recognised by Mayer
(1967) the idea now being called "embedded" training. It is important
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for sophisticated instructional software if the systems are to be
used effectively. But the basic issues to be resolved on training
design are the same as those discussed in the section on the impor-
tance of instructional control.

In order to develop more effective training systems research is
needed, but the nature of the research has been identified. Answers
to the question raised would be of interest pot only to the nuclear
power area, but given the scarce nature of industrial training research,
they would find a much wider audience.

CONCLUSIONS

The ne?;? for simulation in the training of operators in the nuclear
industry has been clearly demonstrated. As well as the problems of
gaining access tc plant for training purposes, there are high risks
associated with such practices. It is also generally agreed that the
real situation is not necessarily the best one in which to learn the
tasks involved. The advantages of the simulator as a learning environ-
ment where control can be exerted over the trainee's interaction with
the knowledge involved in performing the tasks has been recognised.
There is, however, some dispute over where the emphasis should lie
in simulator design. Up to now, the view that has been most common
is that the primary objective should be a close resemblance between
the appearance and response characteristics of the simulator and the
plant, so-called high fidelity. The line that has been taken in this
report is that whilst this does contain advantages it avoids the main
issues of determining what makes training effective and also of
assessing the potential value of alternative training media such as
simulators of reduced scale and fidelity.

A number of suggestions have been made in the report whereby the
effectiveness of training might be further improved. The use of an
integrating systems approach is advocated. Various models and methods
have been suggested in the literature, but the overall philosophy is
one of control and evaluation of training activities in a continuous
way. The objective being the production of a training function that
integrates the full range of training activities from induction
lectures through to cn-the-job training and retraining.

In addition it is suggested that the results of research on training
in process control in general should be assessed for its potential
application to this industry.

Finally, the instructional potential of computer developments should
also be assessed. There would at present appear to be many areas
where these devices could be used to aid instructors. Their role
often involve heavy work load. Computers must be looked to for ways
of freeing them to make better use of their interpersonal, diagnostic,
coaching and counselling skills.
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